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ABT S3 – a convenient compact sports car with up to 400 hp 
 
The world is colourful and diverse, and that is what modern mobility must reflect. “Most 
people don’t want a piece of sports equipment only but a fully enjoyable roadworthy car too, 
capable of doing anything it needs to do,” says Hans-Jürgen Abt, CEO of the leading 
enhancer of cars produced by the Volkswagen Group, about today’s customers’ 
expectations. ABT Sportsline’s result of this philosophy is based upon the latest Audi S3 
and is a car that meets these expectations: it is a compact inner-city car, a comfortable travel 
car and a dynamic sports car, all in one. The dependable, elegant and useful limo, available 
also as a chic convertible and a convenient Sportback, has a lot of power to offer: thanks to 
customised ABT POWER and the ABT sport-type catalytic converter, the new Audi S3 is 
available in two versions: the first, the 2.0 turbo rated 400 hp/294 kW (production car: 310 
hp/228 kW) and 500 Nm (production car: 400 Nm), is on top of all situations, which also 
applies to the smaller version, with 370 hp (272 kW) and 480 Nm. 
 
The ABT exhaust system does not only sound good; the striking stainless steel system is 
also part of the ABT concept. That the four black chrome-plated tailpipes also look assertive 
and elegant goes without saying. Fittingly, ABT also provides fender inserts and a large 
number of sport-type wheels. The weight-reduced alloy wheels are available in various sizes 
and designs. Be it ER-C, DR, FR or CR, 18, 19 or 20’’, the wheels will always fit the  
ABT S3’s design and power. Which wheel you choose is up to you, of course, but you will 
always get them also in combination with Dunlop or Continental high-performance tires. This 
car from Bavaria is elegant, safe and sporty – anywhere! For bended roads, for example, 
there is also ABT anti-rollbars for the front and rear axle to optimise this sporty limo’s 
handling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pictures/Text also at: http://presse.abt-sportsline.de 
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The new ABT Audi S3 – data and facts 
 
ABT ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 
 
Engine:      2.0 TFSI, 1.994 capacity, R4 
Performance Tuning:     ABT POWER S „New Generation“ 
Performance:      400 HP/ 294 KW (Serial: 310 HP/ 228 kW) 
Torque:    500 Nm (Serial: 400 Nm) 
 
Engine:      2.0 TFSI, 1.994 capacity, R4 
Performance Tuning:     ABT POWER „New Generation“ 
Performance:      370 HP/ 272 KW (Serial: 310 HP/ 228 kW) 
Torque:    480 Nm (Serial: 400 Nm) 
 
  
 
ABT EXHAUST TECHNOLOGY 
ABT muffler system, stainless steel, with four chrome plated tailpipes (90 mm Ø) 
 
 
ABT SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGY 
ABT anti-rollbars 
 
 
ABT SPORT WHEELS 
CR, DR, ER-C and FR style, depending on the design, in 18 to 20 inches 
Available also as complete set of wheels with Dunlop or Continental high performance tires 

 
 
ABT AERODYNAMICS 
ABT fender inserts 
 
 
ABT INTERIOR 
ABT integrated entrance light 

 


